Chronology of Events
(1) AFGE Flexiplace Agreement as signed by the Parties on October 13, 2008 and
transmitted within the Agency dated November 25, 1998, provides for three types of
flexiplace: Regular, Episodic and Medical. In Section VII E.3., the agreement states that
“Employees must self-certify time and attendance to their supervisor. This may be done
electronically, by report (see Form 4 in attached Appendix for an example), or in
accordance with other established procedures.”
(2) MOU between the Parties regarding PeoplePlus signed on September 22, 2004,
provides in Section 4 that “After “go live”, PeoplePlus flexiplace time and attendance
reporting replaces the certification and control requirements listed in paragraph 7 E.3. of
the EPA Flexiplace Program dated October 13, 1998. Employees completing PeoplePlus
Flexiplace reporting are not required, and will not be asked to complete the form,
Appendix 4 of the EPA/AFGE Flexiplace Program dated October 13, 1998.”
The MOU further states in Section 15 that “If the Agency proposes further changes or
procedures as a result of implementing the PeoplePlus system, the Union will be provided
with notice and an opportunity to bargain pursuant to Statute.”
(3) On January 21, 2007, (as per e-mail from Region 1 Comptroller) the Agency
implemented new flexiplace codes for PeoplePlus. The codes include:
TWEHR: Telework Episodic
TMREG: Telework Medical
TREGW: Telework Regular Hours Worked
TOHRW: Telework Overtime
TEHRS: Telework Emergency (Episodic)
The TEHRS code included a notation that this code may not be used until OHR puts in
place a final policy regarding emergency telework. As of this date, this code is now
TWEHR and listed in the PeoplePlus list of codes.
(4) On August 8, 2008, (as per e-mail from Region 8) the Agency adopted a new
telework code, TWRAC, for Reasonable Accommodation.
(5) On September 11, 2008, AFGE Council 238 filed a GOP concerning the use of the
PeoplePlus Code TWRAC, the Council contends this code constitutes an unlawful
disclosure of an individual’s disability. This position is supported by EEOC guidance.
(6) On September 30, 2008, the Agency issued HR Bulletin 08-006B entitled “Time
Reporting Codes for Certifying Time and Attendance for Employees in EPA’s Flexiplace
(Telework) Program.” The codes listed in this bulletin include: Episodic Flexiplace,
Flexiplace, Medical Flexiplace, Overtime During Flexiplace, Flexiplace as Reasonable
Accommodation, Regular Flexiplace. (Note: Telework emergency is not included in
bulletin)

In term of coverage, the bulletin states “Bargaining unit employees must refer to their
Negotiated Flexiplace Agreements for Time and attendance reporting.”
(7) On October 28, 2008, the Agency responds to the Council that the HR Bulletin dated
September 30, 2008, “does not apply to members of the AFGE bargaining unit[.]” The
grievance is closed.

Conclusions:
It is clear that BU employees should not use the TWRAC code.
Given the Flexiplace Agreement and PeoplePlus MOU, BU employees should report
their flexiplace time using the codes for Regular, Medical and Episodic only. The
Council should adopt a position that all flexiplace situations should be reported as one of
the three categories provided for in the agreement.
If an employee has an accommodation to work from home, they should use the regular
flexiplace code. The rationale is that an accommodation is simply a change in a rule to
overcome a workplace barrier.
If an employee works “overtime flexiplace”, it should be recorded as episodic flexiplace.
The rationale is that such flexiplace is not regular nor medical.
If an employee works “emergency flexiplace”, it should be coded as episodic. The
rationale is that such flexiplace is not regular not medical.
Next Steps:
Talk to Agency and discuss conclusions and how BU employees should be coding
flexiplace time.
The Council should draft message to BU employees for distribution by Local presidents.
The message should reflect the conclusions above stating that only 3 codes should be
used by BU employees.
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